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Teachers’ Views on the Use of Empathic Robotic Tutors in the Classroom*

Sofia Serholt, Wolmet Barendregt, Iolanda Leite, Helen Hastie, Aidan Jones, Ana Paiva, Asimina Vasalou and Ginevra Castellano

Abstract— In this paper, we describe the results of an interview study conducted across several European countries on teachers’ views on the use of empathic robotic tutors in the classroom. The main goals of the study were to elicit teachers’ thoughts on the integration of the robotic tutors in the daily school practice, understanding the main roles that these robots could play and gather teachers’ main concerns about this type of technology. Teachers’ concerns were much related to the fairness of access to the technology, robustness of the robot in students’ hands and disruption of other classroom activities. They saw a role for the tutor in acting as an engaging tool for all, preferably in groups, and gathering information about students’ learning progress without taking over the teachers’ responsibility for the actual assessment. The implications of these results are discussed in relation to teacher acceptance of ubiquitous technologies in general and robots in particular.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) have long explored the benefits of personalized education. One area of research has focused on developing lifelike virtual characters or animated pedagogical agents (APA) for ITS, offering the possibility of engaging and motivating students within a learning task through verbal and nonverbal communication [1, 2]. Previous research has demonstrated that a virtual agent’s level of embodiment plays a significant role. Indeed, several studies suggest that people’s perception of robots is qualitatively different from their perception of virtual agents and is attributable to robots’ physical embodiment [3]. Experiments comparing robots with virtual representations have repeatedly shown that the robotic embodiment is preferred by end users in terms of social presence [4, 5], enjoyment and performance [6], and also led to increased learning gains [7].

Therefore, it seems that robots can enrich traditional ITS because of the sense of presence they provoke [8] and the potential value of introducing educational service robots in the classroom has led to a rapidly expanding field [9-18]. Unlike hands-on experimental robotics used within technical school subjects, educational service robots take “anthropomorphized forms to substitute or support teachers” [19]. These robots may act as peer learning companions, tutors or mentors [20].

Inspired by the possible applications of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), and the promising results about embodiment, our project is developing an intelligent robotic tutor with perceptive and empathic capabilities that will deliver geography and sustainability education to late primary school students between the ages of 11-13 [21]. The aim is to design a fully autonomous robot using a Nao torso, developed by Aldebaran Robotics. Previous research endeavors exploring the impact of educational service robots within authentic educational settings have mainly been used for learning language, science and technology. To our knowledge, the subjects of geography and sustainable development have not yet been explored.

The motivation for equipping the robot with perceptive and empathic capabilities has partly emerged from the growing interests surrounding affect recognition within the field of ITS, able to detect, interpret and respond to users’ emotional and affective states [22, 23]. When it comes to human-human tutoring situations, it is of utmost importance that the teacher is sensitive to the affective state of the student, since this will allow for adaptations in the pedagogical strategy employed by the teacher. For example, if a teacher senses that a student is losing interest in an assignment and as a consequence displays boredom, the pedagogically appropriate response is for the teacher to adjust his or her teaching strategy accordingly. This ability is considered to be one of the strengths of human tutoring, and is thus an important trait before agents can interact with users in a socially acceptable way [24].

A key learning aim in geography is to teach students spatial navigation, which is achieved through the navigation of maps and the use of symbols to give one example. We envision the robot taking the role of a tutor while students interact with age appropriate maps on a touchscreen table. Three design sensibilities ground our project: first, we want to endow the robot with sound educational strategies approximating those that teachers use to motivate and stimulate their students; second, we aspire to build a robot with perceptive capabilities that recognizes students’ engagement or disengagement and delivers its teaching strategies empathically; third, the robotic should seamlessly integrate into a classroom setting.
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This paper details design research conducted to unpack our third design sensibility. We note that previous design research concerning social robots or educational service robots has tended to focus on the primary users, i.e. the students [14, 25, 26]. Surprisingly, teachers’ views on the use of such robots have not yet received as much attention until rather recently [27]. Such explicit attention to the perspectives of the potential adopters is important for any technology implementation [28, 29], and particularly for robots in education. For example, a recent survey of European attitudes towards robots in society [30] revealed that only 3% of the population believed that robots should be used for educational purposes, and 34% believed that educational robots should be banned completely. This exemplifies the importance of collaborating with a wide range of stakeholders, so that their concerns may be taken into account.

Our goal in involving teachers is two-fold. First, if robotic tutors are to be introduced in schools, there is a need to establish whether teachers - who act as the gatekeepers for any new technologies - will accept and use them, without which the impact of this new technology is likely to decline. Second, given their years of experience, teachers have rich knowledge around potential difficulties and pragmatic issues that may arise within school settings and create barriers to the adoption of robots. To answer these open questions with a view to fold them back to design, we involved teachers during the early design deliberations of our robotic tutor. In the next section, we describe the procedure of the initial set of explorative interviews.

II. METHOD

We recruited teachers in local public and private schools who agreed to participate. The teachers at these particular schools were expected to provide us with continuous feedback throughout the duration of the project. In total, eight teachers (5 female) from four different countries (England, Scotland, Portugal, Sweden) between the ages of 25 and 48 (M=42, SD=10) participated in the interviews. Our youngest participant had been a teacher for only one year, while our oldest participant had 26 years of experience.

The interviews were conducted in the local schools in which teachers worked and lasted, on average, 30 minutes each. All interviewers followed the same procedure in the four countries: they briefly introduced the goals of the project and one plausible scenario for a robotic tutor (the robot aiding a student in a map-reading task). After that, a set of open-ended and semi-structured questions were presented. These included questions on the plausibility of having a robotic tutor in their classes, the ideal number of students interacting with the robot at the same time, the different roles that the robot could play, in which ways the robot could monitor students, and the main pros and cons about having such technology in classrooms (e.g., when would they think a robotic tutor hindered or aided their work). There were no initial hypotheses; rather the aim was to explore the general idea of integrating robotic tutors within educational settings from teachers’ points of view. As such, the flexibility of having open-ended questions allowed for teachers to steer the discussions in different directions.

Most interviews were audio recorded except in two cases where, due to delays in audio permission requests, extensive notes were taken (also containing relevant quotes from the teachers). All recorded interviews were transcribed and if necessary translated to English. Thereafter, five researchers read through all transcriptions to detect common themes, which they noted as comments in the transcripts. Since the interviews constituted an initial exploration of the potential concerns or design issues anticipated by teachers with regard to their practical experience, the aim was not to conduct a thorough analysis of these particular interview situations. As such, no coding scheme was devised for analysis. Below, the recurring themes as agreed upon by the researchers through iterative sessions are presented.

III. RESULTS

The main themes resulting from the performed qualitative analysis are presented in individual sections below. First, the aspects relating to practical concerns about potential disruptions of the technology are presented. Second are the practical benefits that teachers envision from using the technology. Third are how robots may contribute to the learning situation for students; and fourth, how teachers viewed the perceptive and empathic capabilities. To keep their identities anonymous, teachers are labeled within the range of 1 to 8, where T1, T2 and T3 are from Portugal, T4 is from England, T5 to T7 are from Sweden and T8 is from Scotland.

A. Robots as a Disruptive Technology

Teachers expressed general concerns that the presence of robotic tutors might introduce competition between students who would want to interact with the robot. This was predicted to result in increased administrative and “conflict resolution” workload for the teacher who would have to keep track of each student’s time spent working with the robot, which can be a practical disadvantage due to the time constraints they face. In the words of one teacher:

*Problems would arise if there aren’t enough robots and not enough students could use them... if it becomes a competitive situation, and you have to keep track of, for example, that Pelle has been using the robot this week, and now he can’t use it until week 7 again. Then there’d be a lot of administration around it. The fairness aspect is very important for kids (T5).*

However, another teacher pointed out that competition would probably decrease in step with the novelty effect wearing off. As she argued,

*When it becomes an everyday occurrence, the novelty effect will vanish, and the students will lose sight of the new, and feel more... Then I think it’ll be ok. When everyone has gotten to try it once (T7).*

Another teacher even noted that the wearing-off effect could eventually result in a loss of interest:

*People would love to use it and get something out of it. The concern is that they love a new gadget, but that it loses its novelty quickly (T8).*
B. Robots Designed For Classrooms

Teachers envisioned the robot working in the context of existing classroom practices. In particular, they suggested constructing a class activity with the robot conveying educational material to groups of students, for example through station rotation:

So I could be working with another group of students on another activity, maybe a reading or writing activity, or something like that, whilst another group was working on, say, the map exercise, but with that robotic assistant to be there to help them (T3).

Teachers expressed the importance of developing a robot that would manage group work, since strictly having individual sessions could become extremely difficult to practically manage within one 40-minute lesson of geography per week:

Well, that depends on the access to robots, because I wouldn’t… If there would be only one robot and only one student could work with it, then… That is not enough (T5).

Some teachers additionally discussed the issues that often arise during group work and could occur when students were left alone with the robot:

Also, if there is a group of students using it, or being helped by the robot, can it adapt to each student? I’m thinking they can be on quite different levels for example. Or where one student can take over and be very controlling if it’s a game for example, and be very dominant. In those cases it’s possible for me as a teacher to intervene and even this out. Is that something that the robot will be able to do? Because that always happens during group work, they are different, they take different roles, and then to be able to make sure that it is maximized learning for each participant, so that not only some benefit (T6).

But someone would have to supervise the students interacting with the robot. Leaving them alone at this age, it’s a bit unpredictable (T1).

C. Robots supporting teachers

Teachers recognized that if robots can operate autonomously they could be beneficial for their teaching practice by reducing their workload both in terms of teaching and administrative tasks. In other words, if robots could function without much interference from the teacher, teachers believed that robotic tutors could provide a solution to the time constraints they face on a daily basis.

As I said before about feeling insufficient, when you don’t have the time. If a robot could be there to motivate, maybe push, aid and help, as well as deepen certain concepts, to push the students to think an extra step, and not just take the easy road (T7).

That I feel that I don’t need to supervise the students to the same extent as a teacher, but that I know that it… Even if it’s not a person, there is someone who can help in some way. So it would be like an extra assistant, you could say (T6).

Moreover, teachers pointed out that they wanted the robot to contain a sort of automated assessment database, where they could check each student’s progress; something which is also required for the personalization of any learning technology. However, it was made clear that they did not want to grant the application freedom to actually grade their students, stressing the importance of the teacher being in control. In addition, students would need to be aware of exactly what is documented about them in order to preserve their integrity.

I think it would benefit the teacher to find out what precisely they have been working on. What core content are they working with? Umm… and maybe what learning objectives you can expect to see them developing… Not that you have the robot provide an assessment and a grade such as E, C or A… Rather which skills you should expect to see, and if you can test that some other way (T5).

So long as everybody’s clear about the parameters, and everybody’s clear about what’s being recorded, and what information is being stored, because that’s an issue obviously (T3).

A lot of the assessment takes place during the interaction with the teacher. I don’t think there are a lot of teachers who would appreciate it if, “Ok, so you can go and tested by him, and he’ll tell me what grade you got, and I will mark it down… (T5)

D. Aspirations for Teaching and Learning

Most teachers conceived of robotic tutors as peers (in relation to students) that can guide and motivate students through several learning tasks. One teacher also highlighted the fact that robots in educational settings can promote independent learning:

It enables more independent learning on the part of the student, but supported independent learning (T4).

As teachers valued providing personalized responses to students, they thought the robot could become a resource if able to encourage students to think an extra step when they would not have the time to do so:

Because it’s very easy for students to just, “Well, I’m done, so I’m finished!” But to have someone say, “Well, how about…? Can you think…?” That’s always what you are trying to do as a teacher, but a robot might as well say, “Yes, but can you extend that? Can you extend the text a bit? Can you think about what consequences this will result in?” Those are the things that you would like to do, but don’t have the time to when the class is working (T6).

E. Forming Social and Affective Bonds with Robots

Similar to other ubiquitous technologies, when discussing humanoid robots aimed for educational settings, fears are induced regarding the risk of robots replacing human-human interaction. We noticed these concerns in some of the teachers we interviewed. At first, they seemed inclined to carefully assess whether or not we were working on robots intended to replace them. When researchers informed them that this was not case, they went on to question if a social
connection was even possible, partly due to lack of faith in or knowledge about the recent technology advances:

*Then it’s the part about feelings... I can feel a bit ambivalent... Can a robot, or I don’t know if it can completely replace a human being when it comes to emotions (T6).*

*To me it seems utopian to analyze behaviors if it does not know whether the kid is focused or not (T2).*

*And that’s where the human element, I think, personally, I can’t see how that could ever be replaced (T3).*

IV. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

Our interviews with teachers revealed a set of implications and concerns for designing and evaluating robotic tutors for use in classrooms.

A first design concern is that robotic tutors should avoid creating administrative overhead for the teacher. In line with this, teachers emphasized that access to the robot should fit with existing classroom practices and social norms. Robots should be used fairly independently by individuals, or preferably in groups so that access is distributed. Deploying a robot in a group setting, requires monitoring and understanding of social interactions, and inevitably introduces new technical challenges. Secondly, robots should support the teacher’s role responsibly. A number of teachers proposed that robots assist in recording information that is later used for assessment. At the same time however, they were clear that grading responsibility must remain with the teacher. While this principle is in accordance with open learner models, which are tools that support teachers [31], it goes beyond many learning analytics visualizations (e.g. dashboards [32]), given that teachers emphasized the importance of accessing understanding and competencies.

Alongside these design implications, we also gained insight into teachers’ attitudes and expectations of robotic technologies. Building on the hopes and hype of technology-enhanced learning more generally, teachers believed that robots could potentially introduce more independent forms of learning and personalized tutoring [33]. However, in reference to the affective capability of our robot, teachers were unable to sufficiently grasp how the technology would work toward reflecting on the potential social and moral implications identified by researchers in the area of HRI [34].

Altogether, these results point out the need for longitudinal evaluations which take into account the whole classroom and learning situation, not just the immediate learning effects. Yet, this requires that researchers understand the measures deemed important by the key stakeholders. Scanlon and Isroff [35] emphasize the importance of developing a rich set of criteria before evaluating whether technological solutions within educational institutions are feasible. These criteria should, in turn, be based on a holistic view of the educational setting informed by the participants within that setting. Hence, teachers’ involvement throughout the design process is essential to understand the classroom situation in which the robotic tutors will be integrated.

Yet, this will require that the involved teachers also truly understand what this new technology can do, and how it may come to affect their practice. As argued above, affect recognition and empathic technologies were difficult concepts to grasp. Participating teachers questioned whether it is even possible to develop such technologies, and consequently, tended to identify issues that had a clear connection to their daily practice. While our interviews make a contribution by providing insight into the importance of adapting new technologies to the pragmatic circumstances that teachers and students are faced with, they do not provide an understanding of teachers’ moral and ethical perspectives on their students prospectively developing social connections with a robot. Gathering insights in this area before an actual implementation is made is crucial, so that it is clear what traits and behaviors in an empathetic tutor are deemed acceptable by the potential adopters of the technology.

V. FUTURE WORK

Two aspects that received relatively limited attention were attitudes and concerns about how the presence of such a robotic tutor could potentially change the social dynamics of the classroom situation, and the aforementioned empathetic connection between robots and students. We will therefore continue our user-centered design activities with the teachers to address these aspects.

First, we would like to delve deeper into teachers’ views on how the presence of the robotic tutors could change the classroom situation. Imagining a potential impact of an unfamiliar technology is no easy task. As such, researchers cannot rely on respondents to have genuine understandings of the implications inherent with novel technologies. At the same time, eliciting perceptions and attitudes of potential users is vital in order for the particular technology to have a future impact in line with the expectations of the users. These issues relate to the Collingridge dilemma, i.e. that “at early development stages consequences are difficult to predict whereas at later stages where consequences become clearer the trajectory of the development becomes more difficult to change” [36].

Bearing in mind the difficulties with eliciting people’s true perceptions and attitudes, we aim to provide teachers with videos or scenarios inspired by the ContraVision approach. This approach was described by Mancini et al. [37] for investigating users’ reactions to a fictional dieting support system. Unlike other studies exploring perceptions of ubiquitous technologies, where participants may be provided with a single version of a fictive story vignette, in the ContraVision approach, two representations of the same technology, one positive and one negative, are used to elicit a wide spectrum of the perceptions that people may have of the future technology.

Second, in order to elicit teachers’ responses on the actual behavior of the robots towards students, we are planning to have teachers acting as wizards in a Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) study, which is a rather novel approach. Usually, WoZ interfaces are controlled by their developers or other researchers involved in the project; yet these usually lack the pedagogical experience necessary to anticipate students’ potential difficulties or be able to adapt to students in a pedagogically appropriate way. By involving teachers closely during all stages of development, we expect not only to
design more useful and engaging robotic tutors for students modeled by the timely responses demonstrated by human teachers but, more importantly, develop valuable educational tools that teachers actually want to have in their classroom.
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